
Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx
Xxxx x

xx Xxxxxxxxx Xxxxxx
Xxxxxxxx

Auckland 1xxx

Phone: 09 xxx xxxx

Office of the Ombudsmen
Level 7
70 The Terrace 
Wellington 6011

06 June 2017 

Re: Complaint 42xx2x against the Health and Disability Commissioner 
(HDC), regarding a HDC staff member recording incorrect, 
misleading information in a phone log, and the HDC withholding it 
from me for over three and a half years (part of complaint)

Dear Ombudsman, dear Mr Txxxx Sxxxxxx, dear staff at the Office of Ombudsmen

Thank you for your letter dated 30 May 2017, in which you responded to my earlier correspondence in 
relation to complaint 42xx2x, with which I raised issues and concerns with the Office of the Health and 
Disability Commissioner (HDC). My particular concerns about the HDC included their refusal to 
release specified information under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA), and also the over three 
and a half years delayed release of an apparently falsified, definitely incorrect, misleading phone log 
entry17 for a phone call that I received from the HDC close to midday on 9 August 2011. 

I take note of your comments on a number of matters I expressed concern about, and that you advise 
me that a part of my complaint will be referred to the Privacy Commissioner. While I appreciate that 
‘personal information’ issues need to be dealt with by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, I am 
deeply concerned about your view that some particular other issues I raised re the above mentioned 
phone log, could best be addressed by the Chief Archivist. In that context you refer to the “storage”
issue, when you mention my concerns about non-compliance by the HDC staff with the Public 
Records Act 2005. There are other aspects to my complaint that you appear to not have addressed.

You will be aware, that the extremely late release of that mentioned phone log – sent to me with a 
letter from Ms Xxxxx Xxxxxxxx, Principal Legal Advisor at the HDC Office, on 17 November 20153, 
was one aspect of my wider concerns. So was the poor standard and quality of the HDC staff 
member’s record keeping also just another aspect. It appears that you may have overlooked the fact 
that the author of that log, a Complaints Assessor by the name of Mr Axxxxxxxx Lxxxxx, did tell me 
something rather different over the phone on 9 August 2011, than what he actually recorded 
afterwards in that log. He did also not record correctly, what I told him. I raised this earlier in letters to 
the HDC dated 24 Nov.4, 5 and 15 Dec. 20156, and Ms Elkin, Associate Commissioner, commented on 
this in response to my earlier letter(s), in her letter dated 19 February 20168. Attachments ‘2).’ to ‘8).’
listed at the bottom of my letter to your Office from 09 March 20161 contain the correspondence that 
gives evidence to this. Also of relevance were attachments ’16).’ to ’20).’. All were sent to by email.
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In my complaint letter to your Office, dated 9 March 20161, I explained that I consider Ms Elkin’s 
interpretation of actions and events as not credible. I absolutely uphold my previously explained 
position on this, as I outlined it in that letter (see paragraphs [17] to [23]). Mr Lxxxxx did record false 
information in that log, and he – and possibly also some other HDC staff - appeared to intentionally 
withhold it, although I made repeated information requests under the OIA and Privacy Act on 04 March
201216, 24 June 201319 and 7 Oct. 201320. None of the earlier responses by the HDC to these 
requests made by me contained that phone log, which they should have. Only with a letter by Ms 
Xxxxxxxx, dated 17 Nov. 20153 did I finally get a copy of the phone log. 

This is a serious matter involving very unprofessional conduct, dishonesty, serious breach of duty and 
more, that not even the Chief Archivist has any power to address, as she does herself not have any 
statutory investigative powers, according to the Public Records Act 2005. While the Privacy 
Commissioner should take a strong interest in the incorrect recording of phone conversation details, 
that include my personal information, and in the withholding of that phone log from me, I doubt that the 
Chief Archivist will have any power to address the conduct of a HDC staff member, as she will most 
likely only advise and remind the HDC of record keeping standards and how they must be followed.

I may remind you, that my emails, with which I sent my complaint letter and evidence to the HDC on 8 
August 2011 never did “freeze” the HDC’s system, and I have absolute evidence of this, which I will 
attach to this letterB, C, D, E. My emails and attachments (ordinary sized PDF files) were actually 
confirmed as having ALL been received and internally passed on to an assessor, by Kerry Norman, 
Executive Assistant at the Office of the HDC, by email at 4:26pm on 8 August 2011B. If the scan 
copies of the emails exchanged between the HDC and myself on that dayD do not suffice to prove 
what I have written, then I invite you to explain, what further evidence your Office requires.

In any case, I made it clear in my complaint correspondence to your Office in this particular matter, 
that the actions by the HDC’s staff member Axxxxxxxx Lxxxxx, and others, as early as on 9 August 
2011, and then also later, raise serious issues, that are not just matters falling under provisions of the 
Privacy Act 1993 and the Public Records Act 2005. I indicated this in the following part of my letter1.

In paragraph [20] of my letter to you, dated 9 March 20161, I wrote the following: 
“The fact that the HDC only presented this information in late November 2015 is in my view 
scandalous. It raises the suspicion that serious breaches of the Public Records Act and possibly 
other statutory provisions occurred. In my view this deserves a separate, thorough and 
relentless investigation, to clarify how such a supposed misplacement of a public record in the form 
of a phone call log could happen, or whether this was merely an attempt to obfuscate and avoid 
accountability.”

While some of the complaint matter may well be better handled by the Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner, I consider that due to the fact, that staff members of the HDC acted unprofessionally, 
inappropriately, even dishonestly, fearing negative consequences for not accepting my initial 
complaint (C11HDCxxxxx), when falsifying, or incorrectly recording and withholding information on 
me, this is still also a matter that your Office should feel responsible for to investigate and address.

Therefore I ask you to review parts of your decision, and to continue an investigation into the HDC 
staff member’s conduct, which could run parallel to an investigation by the Privacy Commissioner, or 
that could be done collaboratively. In asking for this, I am also aware that there are clear limitations as 
to what steps the Privacy Commissioner can take in regards to inappropriate and unprofessional, 
perhaps even illegal conduct by staff at the HDC Office. In the meantime I will nevertheless also 
consider whether it may be worthwhile to write to the Chief Archivist to raise the issues with record 
maintenance and storage that are becoming ever more apparent at the HDC Office now. 

In the attachments to this email I will send you relevant evidence that proves that Mr Axxx Lxxxxx did 
not tell the truth in the phone log, where he alleges they could not process my complaints, as the 
emails allegedly “froze” their system. If that had been the case, they could never have been received, 
not been opened and certainly not been passed on internally, as they evidently were. The email 
copies that I did scan into PDF files long ago will speak for themselves.

Re this letter, and the previous complaints correspondence and all the relevant evidence I presented, I 
ask that copies will be sent to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, as only this will ensure that the 
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Commissioner there will have all the information that is necessary to fairly and reasonably assess, 
investigate and decide on these matters I have raised - for breaches of privacy law.

Yours sincerely 

Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx

Attachments (PDF files to be sent by email only):

A). ‘Ombudsman, Complaint 42xx2x, HDC, incorrect, misplaced, withheld phone log issue, ltr, X. 
Xxxxxx, 06.06.2017’ (scan copy of this letter to your Office);
B). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, emails, confirmed recpt of ALL, K. Norman, Exec. Asst, 04.26 pm, 
08.08.2011.pdf’ (scan copy of email received from K. Norman, HDC, confirming receipt of all emails);
C). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, email, thanks f. comfirmtn, X. Xxxxxx to HDC, 04.46 pm, 08.08.2011.pdf’
(scan copy of my email, thanking Kerry Norman for confirming the receipt of my emails, 08.08.11);
D). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, email 30, follow up email, X. Xxxxxx to HDC, confd recpt by HDC, 
08.08.2011.pdf’ (scan copy of email paper trail from last email sent in complaint C11HDCxxxxx matter, 
early morning of 8 Aug. 2011, up to the confirming email by K. Norman later on the same day);
E). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, follow up email, X. Xxxxxx to HDC, scan, w. attachmt, 03.10 pm, 
08.08.2011.pdf’ (my email of about 03.10pm on 8 Aug. 2011, asking for confirmation of receipt).

Attachments that were sent with my original complaint letter to your Office, on 09 March 2016:

1). ‘Ombudsman, complaint, HDC, OIA request, information withheld, ltr, X. Xxxxxx, 09.03.2016’,
2). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, new OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, ltr, X. Xxxxxx, 19.10.2015.pdf’,
3). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., reply by HDC, 17.11.2015.pdf’,
4). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 24.11.15.pdf’,
5). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., f. corrected ltr, 24.11.15.pdf’,
6). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 15.12.15.pdf’,
7). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., further ltr, 15.02.16.pdf’,
8). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, C12HDCxxxxx, OIA + Priv. Act rqsts, 19.10., HDC reply, 19.02.16.pdf’,
9). ‘Medical Appeals Board - Board Members information pack for release.pdf’,
10). ‘MSD, Medical Appeal Board, Resource for Board Members, manual, undated, rec'd Jan. 
2012.pdf’,
11). ‘HDC, C12HDCxxxxx, Xxxxxxx, O.I.A. + Priv. Act rqst, ltr by Dr Xxxxxxx to HDC, 20.09.2012.pdf’,
12). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, complaint, Xxxxxxx, reply to decision, X. Xxxxxx, 
26.04.13.pdf’,
13). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, Complaint, Xxxxxxx, K. Elkin, Assioc. Cmsnr, ltr, 
17.09.13.pdf’,
14). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, resp. to final decision by K. Elkin, Assoc. Cmsnr, 
22.09.2013.pdf’,
15). ‘H + D Commissioner, C12HDCxxxxx, Dr Xxxxxxx, fin. reply in complaint matter, K. Elkin, 
22.11.2013.pdf’,
16). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX clinician, O.I.A. + Priv. Act Req., 
04.03.2012.pdf’,
17). ‘HDC, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX counsellors, Priv. Act info, ph. log A. Lxxxxx, 
09.08.11.pdf’,
18). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCXXXXX, O.I.A. Release, letter, Lxxxx Wxxxxxxxx, to X. Xxxxxx, 
23.03.2012.pdf’,
19). ‘H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, complaint, XXXX clinicians, O.I.A. + Priv. Act Req., 
24.06.13.pdf’,
20). H + D Commissioner, C11HDCxxxxx, XXXX, O.I.A. and Priv. Act request, X. X., 07.10.2013.pdf‘.

PLEASE SEE THE ORIGINAL COMPLAINT LETTER AND ATTACHMENTS SENT BY EMAIL FOR THE 
ACTUAL DOCUMENTS AND THEIR CONTENTS – BEING RELEVANT IN THIS MATTER.
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